Microgrooving and microthreading tools for fabricating curvilinear features
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Abstract

This paper presents techniques for fabricating microscopic, curvilinear features in a variety of workpiece materials. Microgrooving and microthreading tools with cutting widths as small as 13 \textmu m are made by focused ion beam sputtering and used for ultraprecision machining. Tool fabrication involves directing a 20 keV gallium beam at polished cylindrical punches made of cobalt M42 high-speed steel or C2 tungsten carbide to create a number of critically aligned facets. Sputtering produces rake facets of desired angle and cutting edges having radii of curvature equal to 0.4 \textmu m. Clearance for minimizing frictional drag of a tool results from a particular ion beam/target geometry that accounts for the sputter yield dependence on incidence angle. It is believed that geometrically specific cutting tools of this dimension have not been made previously. Numerically controlled, ultraprecision machining with microgrooving tools results in a close match between tool width and feature size. Microtools are used to machine 13-\textmu m wide, 4-\textmu m deep, helical grooves in polymethyl methacrylate and 6061 Al cylindrical workpieces. Microgrooving tools are also used to fabricate sinusoidal cross-sectional features in planar metal samples. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Alternative fabrication techniques are currently being explored to meet the manufacturing requirements of microsystems [1]. Although many microcomponents and microelectromechanical devices have been demonstrated in recent years, most fabrication has involved inherently planar techniques, such as X-ray or optical lithography. Features are defined in polished substrates or thin film layers by exposure of a resist (using a mask) and etching. However, there is a need to fabricate more complex shaped features in a variety of ceramics, metals, and polymers. For example, nonprismatic features and nonplanar workpieces are essential for a variety of devices. These include microfluidic sensors [2], microinductors [3], and microactuators [4].

Recently, several groups have demonstrated techniques that fabricate curvilinear features. These include microcontact printing [5], which applies a two-dimensional (2-D) lithographic master to a substrate such as a cylinder, and laser chemical vapor deposition [6,7], which involves direct writing of materials via pyrolysis or photodecomposition of precursor gases. Other inherently planar techniques, such as Lithographie-Galvanoformung-Abformung (LIGA) [8] are also being adapted to produce overhangs and curved features [9–13]. Nevertheless, additional capabilities are required, because many of the previously mentioned techniques are limited in dimensionality, material complexity, or microstructure control.

Often the combination of different microfabrication techniques enhances process applicability [9,14,15]. In the present work, focused ion beam sputtering is combined with ultraprecision machining. Focused ion beam (FIB) sputtering is used to make micrometering tools intended for mechanical machining of polymer and metal alloy workpieces. FIB sputtering is attractive for fabricating micron-size tools or instruments, because this technique can precisely remove or add material [16,17]. Commercial focused ion beam systems are quite powerful, providing 10-nA currents, 10-nm spot sizes, and 10-nm pixel spacings. Most importantly, focused ion beam sputtering can be used to create and align a number of nonplanar features, such as facets required on microshaping tools. Several studies demonstrate FIB-sput-
tered microgears, microwrenches, microscalpels, and nanoindenters [18–20]. Ultraprecision machining is beneficial for microfabrication because of its accuracy and speed. The intent of current work is to fabricate micron size features over centimeter length scales in a reasonable time. This is potentially achievable, because commercial ultraprecision machines have a 5-nm resolution. Furthermore, it is expected that tools having ~ 25 μm diameters are robust and reproducibly define microscopic features. Recent work shows that ground metal microend mill tools having cutting diameters of ~ 50–100 μm successfully machine small grooves in acrylic polymer [21] and stainless steel workpieces [22]. Additional studies demonstrate that ~ 25 μm diameter, FIB-fabricated micro-end mills machine trenches in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) and metal workpieces [23–26]. Material has been mechanically removed from metal alloy workpieces at a rate of 2 × 10^4 μm^3/s for over 1 h [26]. In comparison, typical ion beam sputter removal rates are ~ 0.1–20 μm^3/s using commercial FIB systems [27–29]. In the present work, focused ion beam sputtering is combined with ultraprecision machining to create complex features in a variety of materials. This includes micromachining approximately 15–100 μm wide, curvilinear features in planar and cylindrical workpieces.

2. Experimental systems and analysis techniques

Microgrooving and microthreading tools are fabricated in a focused ion beam system designed and built at AT&T Bell Laboratories, as described in detail elsewhere [30]. A liquid metal ion gun produces a 20-keV beam of Ga^+ ions with a Gaussian intensity distribution and a full-width at half-maximum diameter of 0.4 μm on target. Currents are typically 2 nA in a Faraday cup, giving a current density of ~ 1.5 A/cm^2. In practice, an operator outlines a desired shape for removal on a secondary electron image of the target, and an octapole deflection system steers the ion beam to designated areas with submicron resolution. Between sputter removal steps, a stage positions tools with 1 μm accuracy. This stage also provides for sample rotation [19] with a minimum step size of 0.37° per pulse, which is a critical element of tool fabrication. The Ga^+ source chamber is ion pumped and maintains a pressure of 10^-9 Torr. The target chamber has an oil diffusion pump and pressures of 10^-8 Torr during sputtering. A small aperture separates the two chambers for differential pumping.

Tool blanks are purchased from National Jet, Inc. and are made of cobalt M42 high-speed steel or C2 micrograin tungsten carbide. Tool shanks have a diameter of 1.02 mm and are brazed into a centerless ground mandrel. Tool mandrels are either 2.3 mm or 3.175 mm in diameter. One end of each tool is tapered by diamond grinding and polished; this end has a diameter of approximately 25 μm and is cylindrical over a length of 25 μm.

Ultraprecision machining with FIB-fabricated microtools involves two instruments: a modified National Jet 7M instrument (a joint program involving Louisiana Tech University, National Jet Company and Dover Instruments) for planing operations and a Precitech Optimum 2000 high-precision lathe. The National Jet instrument has a 1.500 kg granite machine base for vibrational and thermal stability, and all axes have air bearings. The x and y motions of the worktable employ laser interferometry with a commanded resolution of 1.25 nm, and the z motion has linear encoder positional control with a resolution of 20 nm and a vertical travel range of 150 mm. This instrument is adapted for microplaning operations with no tool rotation. Rotation is arrested by locking the spindle at a reference position. The Precitech lathe operates with both the x- and z-axis drive mechanisms mounted on a granite platform lapped coplanar to 1.3 μm and isolated from the machine frame to prevent unwanted vibrations. Identical fully constrained, dovetail-type air-bearing slides provide smooth motion for the two axes with less than 0.25 μm deviation per 102 mm of motion. The total length of travel is 191 mm and the maximum slide speed is 1,000 mm/min. The two slides are oriented perpendicular to within 2 arc-s. Linear laser holographic scales and read-head assemblies provide stable positional feedback for both axes with 8.6 nm resolution. The spindle is supported by fully preloaded, high stiffness air bearings and is driven by an integrally mounted brushless DC motor and encoder with a range from 0 to 5,000 rpm. For both instruments, registry involves probing for electrical continuity between tool and workpiece as the tool is stepped toward the sample. To “touch-off” accurately, non-conductive workpieces are coated with a 20-nm thick, conductive layer of Au/Pt before mounting. Cutting operations, and registry, are also monitored with an optical microscope and a charged coupled-device (CCD) camera. Water continuously flushes workpieces during ultraprecision machining. After machining, workpieces are rinsed with isopropyl alcohol. However, in this study, burrs are not removed by mechanical or electrochemical polishing.

Fabricated microtools and certain micromachined workpieces are analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). An over-all accuracy of 95% or better is estimated for dimensions measured by SEM. Tool dimensions, tool edge radius of curvature, taper angles, and rake angles are investigated using an Amray 1830 scanning electron microscope. This microscope is calibrated to a NIST SRM 2090 standard in the 100 μm range and shows a ~2.4 to ~2.6% error when using a fixed working distance (i.e., bottom of pole piece to sample surface). In addition, a calibrated JEOL 6300 V scanning electron microscope is used to measure widths of grooves machined in cylindrical workpieces. This instrument is calibrated to a NIST/NBS standard (reference # 484 c) and shows less than a 2% error for different working distances. The widths of grooves machined in cylindrical workpieces are determined by viewing feature cross section. Images that show perspective views are not used for measurement.
A calibrated WYKO (RST+) white light optical interferometric roughness step tester determines the widths of grooves machined into planar workpieces and the surface finish laterally and longitudinally along the bottom surface of micromachined grooves. The step height standard is a 23.33 μm metal film (VLSI Standards, Inc.). The phase shift interference resolution of the RST+ is 0.3 nm.

3. Focused ion beam fabrication of microtools

Microgrooving and microthreading tools have designs similar to conventional lathe cutting tools; however, cutting edge dimensions are in the ~10–30 micron range. Each microtool is fabricated from a polished blank to have sharp cutting edges, clearance behind cutting edges, and rake features. This is achieved by sputtering a number of strategically placed facets on cylindrical or conical sections at the end of a tool blank. In general, the tool rotation/sputter sequence and the location of facets are critical for defining tool characteristics (rake, etc.).

The first step of fabricating all microgrooving and microthreading tools involves shortening polished blanks. A smooth facet is sputtered at the tool end, as shown in Fig. 1. After sputtering, the end facet normal is nearly aligned with the tool axis.

Next, two facets are created on opposite sides of a tool (step 2). This sputter step determines the cutting width, tool cross section, and, hence, the intended cross-sectional shape of a micromachined groove. For example, ion milling two nearly parallel facets creates a tool with a rectangular cutting shape. Alternatively, a threading tool that cuts trapezoidal cross-sectional grooves is fabricated by ion milling two nonparallel facets. Sputtering side facets with the geometry shown is critical for establishing taper. Taper provides clearance behind side facet cutting edges (defined in step 3), thus minimizing contact with workpieces and reducing frictional drag on a tool. During sputtering, each side facet forms a natural taper angle of ~5–10° with respect to the ion beam direction. This results from the maximum sputter yield at incidence angles between 75 and 85° with respect to the surface normal [27,31]. Identical taper angles are created, symmetric about the tool end, when using the geometry shown in step 2. Note, a different taper angle behind cutting edges can be established by rotating the sample stage/tool before sputtering of individual side facets.

After creating side facets, the focused ion beam is used to define rake features that clear chips during ultraprecision machining. First, each tool is rotated ~90° to the orientation shown in Fig. 1, step 3. This orients one side facet away from the ion source and places the second side facet such that it nearly faces the source. A triangular projected area is then ion milled on one side of a tool to define a desired back rake angle. The FIB system can accurately define this angle with a resolution of 0.25°. In this study, microgrooving tools are made with a back rake angle between 7 and 10°, referenced to the tool axis. Microthreading tools have a 0° back rake angle for increased rigidity. FIB sputtering is also used during this step to set the rake facet length, typically 10–20 μm. Note, a natural taper angle of ~5–10° with respect to the ion beam direction accompanies rake feature definition, independent of the back rake angle chosen. This taper can be used to establish side rake, displayed in an end-on view of a model tool (Fig. 1, step 3). The side rake angle can be changed or eliminated; that is, forced to 0°, by proper rotation of the stage/tool before ion milling this facet.

A sharp cutting edge having clearance is created at the microtool end as a final step of fabrication. Tools are first rotated to their original orientation with respect to the ion beam, and the length is reduced approximately 3 μm by sputtering. This creates an end facet (shaded in Fig. 1, step 4) that intersects the rake facet at a well-defined, sharp edge.
Measurements from SEM show this edge has a radius of curvature \( R_c \) of 0.4 \( \mu m \) or less. Radii are measured by viewing parallel to the cutting edge. Previous work demonstrates that the ion source/target geometry shown produces sharper edges on the side of facets furthest from the ion source.\[23,24\] The facet edge closest to the ion source is rounded because of the part of the Gaussian beam intensity that extends outside the defined pattern boundary. A sharp cutting edge is produced on the far side, because the ion beam has a truncated intensity distribution attributable to shadowing by the tool facet. In addition to creating a sharp edge for cutting, this ion-milling geometry establishes clearance. A taper angle of \( \sim 5–10^\circ \) behind the end-facet cutting edge prevents unnecessary contact with workpieces. It is important to use an identical tool orientation for sputter steps 2 and 4 to orient the taper of side facets properly with the taper of an end facet. This determines the direction of workpiece motion during ultraprecision machining.

The microtool fabrication technique outlined in Fig. 1 is one variant that can be modified to make tools with different cross-sectional shapes, including semicircular or trapezoidal. Examples of two different FIB-fabricated tools are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. A microgrooving tool identical to the model is presented in Fig. 2. This is referred to as a microgrooving tool because of the application described later in this paper. It cuts a near rectangular cross-sectional groove into planar or nonplanar workpieces. This tungsten carbide tool has a cutting edge width of 18 \( \mu m \) and clearance behind all cutting edges. Fig. 2b shows a 7° back rake facet that extends 8 \( \mu m \), designed to deflect chips away from the cutting edge and workpiece surface. This tool has side rake, as demonstrated in Fig. 2c. Microthreading tools are also made by ion sputtering, as shown in Fig. 3. These tools are similar to microgrooving tools in size; however, they have a trapezoidal cross section and 0° rake angles. The image in Fig. 3b shows the three cutting edges of a microthreading tool, similar to a stub-threading tool. The side facet cutting edges are oriented 90° apart, and the leading edge of the tool is 15 \( \mu m \) wide. The taper behind cutting edges is displayed in a secondary electron micrograph of the tool end, Fig. 3c.

The small but detectable roughness of cutting facets is due to ion beam sputtering. Most likely, the compositional inhomogeneity of a tool affects the smoothness. Track marks can develop along facets during sputtering because of shadowing by second phase particles (or other compositional variations) within a tool. For example, cobalt is present in C2-grade tungsten carbide and has a different sputter yield as compared with the matrix. Fabricated microtools are polycrystalline with grains oriented in different directions. Track marks and compositional variations within C2 tungsten carbide are seen in Fig. 2b and c. In these micrographs, regions that have a low electron yield appear dark. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy reveals that the low yield features are Co-rich and C-rich regions. We expect that sharper tool cutting edges can be achieved by focused ion beam sputtering of other tool materials. Single crystal materials (e.g., diamond) should exhibit minimal variation in sputter yield from point to point because of compositional uniformity.

Microtools are fabricated in 4–5 h, depending on tool dimensions, design, and material composition. Fabrication time is determined principally by the amount of material removed. Hence, a smaller tool requires less time for sput-
tering. The fabrication time varies with tool composition (high-speed steel or tungsten carbide), because sputter rate is a function of target mass. The average sputter rate for C2 carbide is known from a previous study [26] to be 0.76 \( \mu \text{m}^3/\text{s} \) when using a beam current of 2.8 nA and a beam energy of 20 keV.

4. Ultraprecision machining

This section describes a number of tests that demonstrate the performance of focused ion beam fabricated microtools. Tests involve machining increasingly complex features in polymer and metal workpieces. First, microplaning and microgrooving of flat workpieces are described. These investigations evaluate control of feature width and surface roughness for different machining parameters. Next, micromachining of curvilinear features is examined. Predetermined curved shapes are cut into planar workpieces using microgrooving tools and a lathe. At the end of the discussion, machining of cylindrical workpieces is presented.

4.1. Machining of planar workpieces

4.1.1. Machining linear grooves

Microtools are first tested by planing parallel grooves in flat workpieces using the National Jet apparatus. The setup involves rigidly fixing a microgrooving tool in a collet and aligning the tool-end cutting edge perpendicular to the direction of workpiece motion. Orientation of the cutting edge with respect to the travel direction is established by closed-circuit, optical microscopic location of an alignment scribe mark on the tool mandrel. Three FIB-fabricated, high-speed steel, microgrooving tools are tested. As listed in Table 1, each microtool has a cutting edge \( R_c \) equal to 0.4 \( \mu \text{m} \), similar cutting edge widths, and back rake angles. These similarities allow for a meaningful comparison of tool performance and machined feature quality. A portion of the results is presented in Tables 1 and 2. The first table highlights experiments with three workpiece materials: PMMA, 6061 aluminum, and brass. For each material, ten depths per pass are tested between 0.5–5.0 \( \mu \text{m} \). Data in Table 1 represent experiments involving a single feed rate of 90 \( \mu \text{m/s} \).

In general, groove widths closely match the targeted dimension (actual cutting edge width). Groove widths are measured with optical interferometry by probing numerous sites along a given groove; the standard deviation taken from these measurements is also listed in Table 1, column 7. Certain machining parameters provide a close match of feature dimension and tool width. There seems to be a closer matching of groove widths to tool width at smaller depths/pass, particularly for metal workpieces. Table 2 also suggests a better matching of tool width and feature width at smaller depths/pass. Table 2 lists results from ultraprecision machining of brass at three feed rates and four depths/pass. For each test listed, a tool makes two total passes as compared with a single pass for experiments listed in Table 1.

The bottom of micromachined grooves exhibit small surface roughness. Roughness values listed in the tables are averages taken longitudinally from three areas on 1-mm long grooves. Areas measured by optical interferometry are 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) long. Analysis reveals groove roughnesses (\( R_a \)) of approximately 0.10–0.60 \( \mu \text{m} \). PMMA shows a range of surface roughness values between 0.12 and 0.60 \( \mu \text{m} \). 6061 aluminum exhibits roughness between 0.11 and 0.25 \( \mu \text{m} \), and brass has \( R_a \)s between 0.17 and 0.29 \( \mu \text{m} \). In addition to feature width and roughness control, microgrooving tools show good performance over time. Only one planing test.

Fig. 3. High-speed steel microthreading tool fabricated by focused ion beam sputtering. Image 3.b. is a view normal to the cutting face showing a trapezoidal cross section. Image 3.c. is a view parallel to the tool axis, indicating clearance taper behind cutting edges. Cutting edges are indicated in 3.c. with arrowheads.
resulted in significant tool wear, leading to fracture. This was caused by rotational misalignment of a tool >5° such that a portion of a side facet contacted the wall of a micro-machined feature. In this case, fracture occurred after machining 0.0014 mm³ of 6061 Al alloy.

4.1.2. Machining concentric rings

Additional tests of microgrooving tools involve lathe machining of curved features in planar workpieces. A lathe is adapted by vacuum clamping a polished workpiece at the end of the spindle. A microtool is then aligned perpendicular to the workpiece surface so that the tool axis is parallel with the axis of rotation, as shown in Fig. 4. Cutting edges and clearance tapers determine the proper tool orientation for lathe machining, and alignment is set using a mark scribed on tool mandrels. Initial experiments involve cutting concentric rings, as shown in Fig. 5. Four concentric rings are cut into a planar aluminum workpiece using a depth per pass equal to 2 µm and a feed rate of 8 µm/s. The cutting speed is determined by the distance from the center of the rings and varies from 3.611–10.205 m/s. The inner concentric ring is cut to a depth of 2 µm, and the outer three are 10-µm deep. Depth is controlled by accurately registering the tool with the workpiece surface and then stepping into the bulk with a resolution of 8.6 nm. Optical interferometry shows that the average groove width, 30.7 µm, is similar to the microtool cutting width, 30.4 µm. Also, the WYKO instrument indicates the roughness (Rₐ) of the bottom of aluminum channels is small, 0.14–0.25 µm. Smaller surface roughness results at higher cutting speeds.

Lathe machining is also used to fabricate curvilinear features in planar samples. Specifically, microgrooving tools machine concentric rings having predetermined cross-sectional shapes. This is accomplished by coordinating the axial and lateral feed rates. A microtool is rotated slightly (compared with the orientation shown in Fig. 4), so that the effective cutting width is reduced. Fig. 6 shows an example of a curved shape machined in aluminum: two concentric rings are created having a sinusoidal cross section. A single crest is located at the original height of the workpiece surface surrounded by two concentric troughs, each 10 µm deep. Each ring is created by numerous passes to establish a smoothly varying curved surface. Using this technique, a

Table 1
Results from single-pass planing tests for one feed rate (90 µm/s). Tool material code: HSS = M42 cobalt high speed steel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool #, tool material</th>
<th>Tool width (µm)</th>
<th>Tool edge Rₜ (µm)</th>
<th>Back rake angle (deg)</th>
<th>Workpiece material</th>
<th>Depth per pass (µm)</th>
<th>Groove width, mean [SD] (µm)</th>
<th>Groove roughness, Rₐ (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2, HSS</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>15.5 [1.4]</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>18.1 [2.4]</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>15.3 [1.4]</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>16.7 [0.1]</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, HSS</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>Al 6061</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>19.2 [0.8]</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>19.7 [0.8]</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>21.6 [0.1]</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>22.6 [0.9]</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, HSS</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>Brass</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>17.6 [1.6]</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>18.5 [1.6]</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>19.9 [1.6]</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>18.5 [0.8]</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Results from planing brass at different feed rates and depths/pass. A single tool is used having a cutting edge radius of curvature equal to 0.4 µm and a back rake angle equal to 9.3°. Tool material code: HSS = M42 cobalt high speed steel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool #, tool material</th>
<th>Tool width (µm)</th>
<th>Depth per pass (µm)</th>
<th>Groove depth (µm)</th>
<th>Feed rate (µm/s)</th>
<th>Groove width, mean [SD] (µm)</th>
<th>Groove roughness, Rₐ (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4, HSS</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>16.8 [0.9]</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>18.5 [0.8]</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>16.7 [0.1]</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19.4 [0.1]</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>''</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>19.0 [0.8]</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19.4 [2.6]</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>19.4 [1.4]</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>19.9 [0.8]</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>21.3 [1.6]</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>''</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>19.9 [1.6]</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
number of concentric rings similar to those shown in Fig. 6 are made. The minimum pitch achieved is 62.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) using a tool that is 30.4-\( \mu \text{m} \) wide. For these experiments, the spindle speed is 300 rpm, making the maximum cutting speed equal to 20,000 \( \mu \text{m/s} \).

4.2. Machining of cylindrical workpieces

FIB-fabricated microgrooving tools are used to machine helical grooves in cylindrical workpieces as another test of ultraprecision machining and microtool capabilities. A polished, cylindrical workpiece is mounted into a pin vice concentric with the lathe axis of rotation, and a tool holder post is arranged perpendicular. The workpiece is first polished to run true on the lathe, using a diamond bit; this establishes a workpiece surface finish of approximately 1-\( \mu \text{m} \) (rms) or better. Afterward, a FIB-fabricated microtool is loaded and aligned with its axis perpendicular to the workpiece axis. Using a scribe mark on the mandrel for alignment, the tool is then rotated to an orientation such that the tool-end cutting edge is nearly parallel to the workpiece axis. An alignment accuracy of tool cutting edges to better than 0.5\(^\circ\) ensures minimal contact of side facets with the groove wall. The microtool is then stepped toward the rotating workpiece and registered. Once the workpiece is contacted, the tool is driven into the workpiece to a targeted groove depth, and linear motion is initiated.

Using this technique, microgrooving tools cut helical grooves into cylindrical samples made of 6061-T6 aluminum. Fig. 7 shows a portion of a 13.2-\( \mu \text{m} \) wide, 4-\( \mu \text{m} \) deep groove having a total length of 200 mm. The pitch between successive passes is 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) and is set by the relative rotation rate and the axial feed rate. A change in pitch can be achieved by simply increasing/decreasing these rates. Electron microscopy demonstrates a close matching of tool size and micromachined feature width. Measurements show that the groove width is approximately the same as the cutting edge width, 13.0 \( \mu \text{m} \), over the length of the feature. In addition, high-magnification images, such as that shown in Fig. 7.b, demonstrate close matching of tool shape and feature cross section. SEM analysis of the micromachined groove bottom shows a 6\(^\circ\) taper with respect to the cylinder axis. This is identical to the angle of the tool-end cutting edge.

A precise matching of tool shape and groove cross section also results from machining polymeric cylindrical workpieces. Fig. 8 shows portions of a groove cut in 1.38-mm diameter PMMA. The pitch is 50 \( \mu \text{m} \), and the total groove length is 420 mm. The total time to cut PMMA is approximately 30 s. SEM measurements show that the micromachined groove is consis-
tently 13.1-μm wide over the entire cylinder length and nearly the same as the tool width, 13.0 μm. In addition, Fig. 8.b indicates a uniform 6° taper throughout the groove bottom, closely matching the shape of the tool end. Optical interferometry indicates that the roughness in the bottom of machined grooves remains small, similar to that for aluminum. By analyzing a number of line scans across segments of the micro-machined groove, the average rms roughness is measured to be 0.25 μm.

Analysis of FIB-fabricated microtools immediately after machining cylindrical workpieces reveals that chips are cut and raked away from workpiece surfaces. An indication of this is shown in Fig. 9.a, which displays a long PMMA chip wrapped around the shank of a microtool. Note, the chip width is approximately equal to the cutting edge width. Additional SEM at higher magnification indicates chip raking. Fig. 9.b shows aluminum chips deflected by a rake facet with minimal accumulation behind the tool-end cutting edge.

5. Summary

This work successfully extends conventional shaping techniques to the microscale to fabricate curvilinear features. Focused ion beam sputtering is used to fabricate microgrooving and microthreading tools that have well-defined back and side rake angles, cutting edge widths, and clearance tapers. Tools have cutting edge radii of curvature equal to 0.4 μm, although sharper edges may be possible with other tool materials. Focused ion beam tool fabrication has the advantage that almost any conceivable tool geometry can be fabricated on a scale that is well below those reached by grinding methods. In addition, this study demonstrates several examples of complex micromachined features, including sinusoidal cross-sectional features in planar samples and helices in cylindrical workpieces. Feature cross sections closely match tool shape when machining PMMA and aluminum alloy. These results suggest that other microtools; for example, those having nonorthogonal cutting edges, can accurately fabricate beveled grooves with a given desired cross section. Planing tests reveal that feature widths best match microgrooving tool widths for certain machining parameters. In addition, grooves in Al and brass have roughnesses, $R_{\text{rms}}$, of approximately 0.12–0.30 μm. Further process improvements are considered possible.

Future work will combine this technique with other microfabrication processes, including thin film vapor deposition, electroplating, and hot embossing. Ultraprecision machining of thin films/coatings [32] will be explored to
determine the influence of film microstructure and adhesion on micromachined feature quality.
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Fig. 8. Scanning electron micrographs of a micromachined PMMA cylinder. Groove is 13.1-μm wide and 4-μm deep.
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